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So here I am, one week shy of that 3 month new kid
mile-marker and I thought I had it all together. I had a
daily routine down which basically consisted of: hang
out  with  kiddo,  let  kiddo  play,  kiddo  falls  asleep,
grown-up crams in 30 minutes of exercise or work and
repeat.  Repeat.  Repeat.  Until  partner  comes  home
from work shift and you head to yours. Once you get
into  that  groove,  it  actually works  pretty  well.  You
come to turns with simple facts of life like sometimes
you just can't get all that work done on time. So I had
it  all  figured  out  and  cruise  control  was  on  and
functioning.  I am totally put together and normal to
the outside world; going about my days and putting
that together self forward in a near-gloaty way. Or so I
thought. Perception I guess is a funny thing. One day
last  week  after  a  long,  more-fidgety-than-usual
afternoon, I happened to glance down at my button-
down long-sleeve flannel. There it was. Inside-out. For
the majority of the day. I've never worn a flannel shirt
inside-out  before.  Not  even  for  one  minute  at  the
beginning of a groggy morning. This kind of blew up
my image of my put-together self and I immediately
plunged into a despairing moment of how do I look to
my  customers???.  How  does  one  even  put  on  an

inside-out  flannel?  I  don't  even  have  an  answer  for
that. It certainly isn't comfortable.

Luckily, that despairing moment melts away as soon
as kiddo does  something cute.  But  still,  how in the
world  does  one's  own brain  trick  them into  feeling
totally on top  of  things when it's  obviously not  the
case? The brain is weird, but the brain on kids is even
weirder. I'll wrap up this kiddo talk, but first, I found
something  else  out  this  month  –  nothing  clears  a
record  store  quicker  than  a  crying  baby.  Holy cow.
Sorry everyone.  People run for the hills when those
lungs get going. You can't blame 'em, but I now have
an appreciation for frazzled parents with fussy kids.

Since we last  chatted,  we've had another Raund Up
event at the shop, Bombadil's album release show and
the sixth show in Dave Rodriguez's  Why Wait local
DIY music series. The Raund Up Bargain Bin Sample
Challenge is a sporadic night we do every month or
two for a couple hours on a Tuesday evening. Four to
six local  beat-makers and producers come in on the
Sunday before  the  event,  snag three LPs out  of  the
dollar bin blindfolded and then have 48 hours to pull
samples off of the records and manipulate them into a
complete beat. Some of the more shy beat-makers just
play the areas they sampled on the used LPs and then
play their finished beat, but others use it almost as a
clinic and really talk the audience through the building



process. I'd never actually seen the process worked out
in front of me, so it's been a thrill to watch. There's no
winning or losing either, the challenge is just for the
fun  of  it.  Without  the  Raund  Up  series,  I  probably
wouldn't have landed on this month's album pick. The
creativity,  puzzle-piecing  and  focus  that  goes  into
building a minute-and-a-half track is inspiring.

Flatteringly, local band Bombadil chose the shop for
their  album release show and packed out  the  inside
and the outside of the shop one Friday night  at  the
beginning of the month. Their chops are drifting closer
and closer to Paul  Simon territory and I'm real  fine
with that. I urge ya to check 'em out if you have not
yet. About a week and a half later knob-twiddlers Sand
Pact  and  modular  synth  circuit-patch  whizkid  Mid-
century Modular played March's Why Wait series on a
Wednesday night. Dave's series does an amazing job
at promoting local underground talent to good crowds.
I haven't seen a bad artist or band yet and it's forcing
me to see styles I otherwise wouldn't seek out in a live
setting. It was John Mitchell's first  show as solo act
Midcentury  Modular  and  it  was  a  pleasant  way  to
space out into the evening. Sand Pact kicked it up a bit
with their brand of sample-built, club-friendly EDM.

An  electronic  South  Asian  element  permeated  their
tracks  through their  samples  and kicked their  dance
music to another level. Rad duo.

For April we've got Why Wait #7 and the day of all
days – Record Store Day. As record shop owners, we
both dread and anxiously await it. It's the bad kinda
anxiety that dominates the month leading up to it, but I
haven't yet left the shop any less than on cloud nine
after a Record Store Day. And this'll be year 10! It's a
community day.  Like last  year we'll  be working the
counters  from  8am  until  8pm,  Printout  contributor
Richard Yvarra will be grilling burgers (meat and not),
we'll have some form of to-be-determined live music
in the afternoon – which is how we the workers get
our second wind – and we'll be slinging them limited
releases! It'll be fun. Come say hi.

Thanks  to  our  contributors  once again.  You're  more
help than you know. Mike Schooff muses on used bin
scores, his son David Michael kicked in a drawing of
an album cover for a record I forgot to review, Richard
Yvarra  checked  in  on  hip  hop  and  indie  rock  and
Nolan Smock touched on an experimental record and a
1984 film. And thanks to you, for continually reading.



KARRIEM RIGGINS
Headnod Suite 2LP/CD

Behind what has got to be one of
the  year's  most  iconic  record
covers,  lies  one  of  2017's  most
dynamic,  extensive  beat  albums.
As a well  respected producer and
beat-maker,  Karriem  Riggins  has
worked  and  closely  collaborated
with  J  Dilla,  Madlib,  Common,
Kanye  West,  Erykah  Badu,  The
Roots  and  more;  however,  what's
potentially even more impressive is
that  he's  also  worked with  Norah
Jones,  Diana  Krall  and  Paul
McCartney,  among  others,  as  an
in-demand  jazz  session  drummer.
To say he's well known inside the
artist  community  would  be  an
understatement, as his long trail of
credits screams to that, but his new
Headnod Suite 2LP marks only the
musician's  second  outing  into  the
world of solo beat records. His first
came as the pair of LPs Alone and
Together released by Stones Throw
back  in  2012,  which  were  also
combined into a single CD release.

He  returned  to  Stones  Throw for
Headnod and it should go down as
one of the better beat records of the
year.  With  samples  pulled  from
international,  rock,  jazz  LPs  and
beyond,  he's  crafted a deep,  truly
headnod-inducing  collection  that
rolls  from  one  track  to  the  next
with  the  cadence  and  ease  of  a
laid-back jazz funk record – with
the  occasional  screaming  guitar
lead  or  funky  rattle.  Among  the
snaked, manipulated melodies and
rolling  grooves  come  intermittent
vocal samples and poetry, so while
it's predominately instrumental, it's
not  entirely.  When  the  vocals  do
come in,  you pay attention.  It's  a
strong result. It can be no mistake
Jessica Care Moore's striking poem
on  identity  (and  ode  to  her
hometown  of  Detroit)  steps  into
the  record   at  the  exact  halfway
point, 14 tracks on either side, set
beautifully to a slightly distant and
distorted piano loop,  sparse organ
blasts  and  background  bustle.  It

sits perfectly as the center piece to
Headnod Suite's stretching sprawl.
The  flower  the  poet  describes  in
her  poem.  Hinted  at  from  this
poem's position and prominence in
the record, I wouldn't be the least
bit surprised to learn that the entire
record is a sonic poem to Detroit,
Riggin's hometown as well. This is
a record to get lost in, a record to
sit  back  to,  headphones  on,  or  a
record with which to busy yourself
around the house.  The layers  and
overall  flow  of  the  record  are
inspiring  and  cathartic  with  each
track  floating into the  next.  It's  a
piece,  a  mosaic,  a  canvas  and  a
quilt. Riggin's knowledge of music
and understanding of jazz are what
make  Headnod Suite such a mem-
orable, standout record for 2017. I
hope  to  see  it  on  year  end  lists.
People  must  already  be  paying
attention, as the entire first press is
already sold out within weeks of its
release.  (Stones  Throw  Records,
Los Angeles, CA) -CM



BLEACHED
Can You Deal? 12”
I've  listened to  the  new Bleached
12" more times than I  can count.
I'm addicted. At four songs and 13
minutes it's perfect, but it warrants
an insane amount of repeated spins
if you wanna get your fix. It'd be
easy  to  say  it's  too  short or  it
leaves  the  listener  wanting  more,
but  let's  be  honest,  that's  a  given
and it'd be a dumb thing on which
to report. It's lazy and it discounts
what's  in  front  of  us.  Instead  of
going  for  length,  the  LA rawkers
have  delivered  a  stack  of
immaculately  crafted  power  pop
songs  that  slam  on  a  nostalgic
nerve as soon as the second listen
comes  spinning  around.  The  four
song package could be the result of
a  one-off  recording  session  that
produced  only  these  tracks  or
maybe  the  label  rushed  an  EP in
lieu  of  a  delayed  full  length,
hoping not  to  have the band lose
momentum.  Whatever  the  reason
is, the EP makes for a perfect party
companion. Whether you're need a
pick-me-up  alone  at  home  or  if
you're  looking  for  something  to
spin for friends, this is a good one
for the arsenal. There's not a boring
moment  on  the  entire  record.  It's
all  hook,  grit  'n  rock.  If  you're
unfamiliar,  think  Bangles  /  Redd
Kross  and  you're  getting  close.

Sunshine  punk  pop.  The  song-
writers  here  should  be  bonafide
industry  hitmakers  by  now.  Just
wow.  Pick  up  this  and  their
previous  Welcome The  Worms LP
if  you  have  not  yet.  (Jagjaguwar,
Bloomington, IN) -CM

TY SEGALL
Sentimental Goblin EP 7"
This  is  a  tease  and for  that  I  am
sorry. The two song EP will most
likely be sold out by the time you
read  this.  A-side  "Pan"  starts  off
low and slow,  enough that  I  lean
into my turntable to double check
my  speed  setting.  By  the  time
Segall's  voice  floats  in  there's  no
mistake it's at the right speed – it's
just a slowjam dirge for the norm-
ally pepped-up glam-garage song-
writer. The song, which references
Peter Pan with its "I don't want to
fly with  you  no  more"  chorus,  is
repetitive and methodical  up until
about  three-quarters  of  the  way
through  when  Segall  takes  flight
with  dual  guitar  firework  action
ping-ponged across the bass / synth
stoner  base.  On  the  flip,  Segall
channels more T. Rex / Syd Barrett
headspace with slow warble-jangle
song "Black Magick." Both tracks
were written and recorded entirely
by Segall himself, which is where I
personally think  he  takes  off.  It's
an  informal  recording  session,
probably  just  for  the  purpose  of
sketching out songs, so it's  where
he gets a little weird and out there.

Pretty  sure  the  artwork  is  his  as
well. Hot damn, if it's not another
essential  Ty  Segall  release.  Just
when I thought I might be able to
skip  one....  (Suicide  Squeeze,
Seattle, WA) -CM

JULIE BYRNE
Not Even Happiness LP/CD
Recorded  in  her  hometown  of
Buffalo, NY, the new LP on Ba Da
Bing by transient folky Julie Byrne
sways rich and subtle. She sings in
a bassy,  though airy,  slow-singing
style  not  unlike the speak-sing of
Leonard  Cohen,  and  balances  it
beautifully with her bright  finger-
picked  guitar  style.  Background
atmosphere  is  draped  just  behind
with  synthesizers,  harmonica  and
the occasional string swell. It's an
effective,  moody  bed  for  her
songwriting  and  heightens  the
intimacy  of  the  songs,  without
burying the personality. Given her
nomadic  pull  in  life  –  she's
currently a seasonal park ranger in
NYC's  Central  Park,  but  moves
state-to-state often – Byrne's lyrics
are  predominately  inspired  by
travel and nature. With closed eyes
the  listener  is  easily  transported.
Fans  of  Sharon  Van  Etten,  Angel
Olsen and Leonard  Cohen should
spend some  time  with  this  LP.  It
can be ominous and dark, but that's
where  the  music  really  shines.
That's  the  beauty.  (Ba  Da  Bing
Records, Brooklyn, NY) -CM



REAL ESTATE
In Mind LP/CD
There was a little hesitancy on my
part to listen to the new Real Estate
record  due  to  the  fact  that  Matt
Monandile  had  left  the  group  to
pursue Ducktails full-time.  To my
surprise,  however,  the  addition of
Julian Lynch as lead guitarist  has
not  changed  their  recognizable
sound,  but  only  makes  it  better.
Julian  Lynch  is  an  Underwater
Peoples  Records  alumni,  so  the
choice  was  obvious.   “In  Mind”
sounds  more  like  their  earlier
records  with  a  more  polished
production. Taking their cues from
The  Smiths  guitar  sound,  they
make it their own, and what results
is shimmery jangling bliss.   There
are  no  surprises  here  —  just  the
same ol’ Real  Estate — but,  as a
fan,  they  definitely  exceeded  my
expectation.  (Domino  Recording
Co, London, UK) -RY

CAREER SUICIDE
Machine Response LP/CD
Wanna  step  into  a  rager?  Pardon
the bold claim, but Career Suicide's
new  22  minute,  11  song  body-
slammer is a hardcore masterpiece.
The Toronto five piece took a ten
year  absence  and  somehow
returned swinging  just  as  hard  as
when they left.  Let's get it  out of
the  way  real  quick  that  I  was
biased over this release the second
I  heard  mention  it  was  coming.
They rank up next to Government
Warning and Brain Handle as one
of  my favorite  hardcore  bands  of
this century. I couldn't have a bad
thing to say about them. So! Good
thing it's actually a perfect record.
The guitars are tight with off-the-
rails  leads  in  between  break-neck
chord-chugs. It's so tightly wound,
it may snap at any moment. There's
even  a  little  triple-speed  Thin
Lizzy-style  dual  guitar  action
going  on!  The  vocals  are  snotty

and  nasal,  barked,  but  anthemic.
Don't  expect  any cookie monsters
here. I don't know how a band can
be so fast and so catchy at the same
time, but Career Suicide nail  it in
stride.  If  this  excites  ya,  start
following  their  label,  Deranged
Records. I rarely hear a bad record
from them. Honestly, I don't care if
it's  another  10  years  before  the
band's  next,  I'll  still  be  just  as
excited for it and I've got this one
to  bounce  around  the  room to  in
the meantime. (Deranged Records,
British Columbia, CA) -CM

SPARROW STEEPLE
Steeple Two LP
It's  a  mess.  The  first  track  starts
with  a  "Let  My Love  Open  The
Door" riff that trips right up to an
off-key vocal line that could maybe
pass for a Pete Townshend doubled
on  quaaludes,  but  is  more  kin  to
John  Wesley  Coleman  III,  Lou
Reed  and  Ron  House.  As  singer
Barry Goldberg  muses  off  on the
advent of the electric chair in first
track  "Electric  Chair,"  the  two
guitars just seem to wander off in
different  directions,  leaving  an
incorrigibly  persistent  tambourine
to  keep  the  song  glued  together.
The band is helmed by Bob Malloy
and  Jeff  Werner,  both  of  Philly's
great  Strapping  Fieldhands,  to-
gether  with  a  few  friends  as  an
outlet  for  Goldberg's  farout  world
views.  Second  track  "Domino
Mary" sounds like it  coulda been a
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Syd Barrett sketch recorded on the
comedown side of an all night acid
party.  An  appreciation  for  the
Velvet Underground at their rawest
will be a helpful tool for those who
find themselves a bit curious, but it
ain't required. Just prepare yourself
for some things that don't  make a
lot of sense. If you're anything like
me, you'll keep digging in, picking
at the things hidden in the cracks.
For instance, a gorgeous, tinny and
strained horn floats just below the
noise  on  fifth  track  "Caspar's
Robe."  There's  more,  you've  just
gotta  let  yourself  get  lost  in  the
racket  for  a  while.  Strange  and
intriguing.  (Richie  Records,
Philadelphia, PA) -CM

MORDECAI
Abstract Recipe LP
I  just  got  put  through  the  ringer
taking over for a sleepy wife right
at the onset of a late night two hour
scream session,  so  a  little  grit  'n'
grime  from  these  Montana  dirt-
kickers was just what was needed
to  retrack  the  ol'  brain.  Mordecai
can more often than not be noisy,
out  of  tune  and  marvelously
sloppy,  which  is  exactly  what
makes them a good candidate for
realigning  thoughts  inside  a
wandering,  tired  head.  Abstract
Recipe is  their  fourth  full  length
and maybe the tunes are starting to
get a little more tuneful, I honestly
can't fully tell (I could also just be
getting more used to their sound),

but  that  slow-drawl choppy chaos
is  still  well  maintained and cared
for. Somewhere, someone is flying
off the hinges at any given moment
during a Mordecai song. The music
is mostly guttural and electric, but
the band manages to sneak in and
rattle  out  a  couple  noisy acoustic
numbers  without  raising  any
alarms.  It's  simplistic,  lofi  rock
experimentation  in  the  vein  of
Royal Trux, Strapping Fieldhands,
Cheater  Slicks  or  any  bands  in
which Jim Shepard or Ron House
had a part. The Meat Puppets have
to  be  an  influence  too.  It  sounds
like something you'd read about in
Forced Exposure  in  the  80s,  pick
up on Siltbreeze Records in the 90s
or  score  on  Columbus  Discount
Records  in  the  00s.  I  guess  that
means  their  scuzz  is  timeless?
(Richie Records, Philadelphia, PA)
-CM

MARK FEEHAN
M.F. II LP
With  the  Sparrow  Steeple  and
Mordecai  LPs,  this  completes  the
trifecta  of  bizarre  that  Richie
Records  unleashed  earlier  in  the
year on the same day. They're the
same  label  who  brought  us  last
year's  blow-out  psych  burner  by
Spacin', who some of you all will
remember  as  January  2016's
AotMC  pick.  MF  II starts  off
innocent enough with "Papillon," a
pleasant,  repetitive  instrumental
guitar  track  backed  with  a  light

background flutter. From there we
wander  into  a  strange  German-
language experimental track layer-
ed  with  samples  and  soft  noise
("Der Erlkonig"), a haunted bizarro
blues  guitar  track  with  echoey
harmonica in  the  background and
French  words  screamed  up  front
("Egnatius"),  something  that
sounds like a haywire radio shifter
with  a  propulsive  drumbeat  and
"Alarm!  Alarm!"  vocal  samples
("Die Wasserbomben") and plenty
more  trips  through  various  odd
noise tracks and balancing melod-
ic,  rhythmic  guitar  ragas  and
drones (check out  "Hans Delight"
and "Lumina"). If you want to hear
something almost totally alien, pull
up "Project  Weiss Fall."  I  walked
back  into  a  room while  that  one
was playing, not knowing what my
player  had  switched  too,  and  got
thoroughly confused and intrigued
all  at  once.  It  sounded  like  my
speaker was channeling something
groaning  down  from outer  space.
The  album  ends  as  it  started,
closed  out  with  two  mesmerizing
finger-picked  guitar  jams  –  avant
and  beautiful.  Weird  record.
(Richie Records, Philadelphia, PA)
-CM

BBQ
Mark Sultan LP/CD
My  fave  one-man  band  man
cranked another one out  this  year
and it's a lofi garage doozy. Mark
Sultan,  under  his  BBQ  moniker,



released his sophomore album last
month on In The Red Recordings.
Yes, this is the same BBQ from the
should-be-famous, crushingly great
KING KHAN & BBQ SHOW who
have a whole stack'o'records out on
the Goner and In The Red labels.
The confusingly titled Mark Sultan
LP, not to be mistaken for the more
produced  LPs  under  the  Mark
Sultan name, follows up his BBQ
debut  Tie  Your  Own  Noose on
Bomp! Records by about 11 years.
We've  been  waiting  a  long  time.
Really though, with the KK&BBQ
SHOW  basically  being  two  one-
man bands shoved together, it was
enough  to  satisfy.  And  yeah,  I
guess  we  had  those  Mark  Sultan
records as well. If we're gonna get
down  to  brass  tacks  however,
there's just something special about
Sultan  letting  himself  loose  as  a
kick-drum-stompin',  tambourine-
thumpin',  guitar-clanging  unfilter-
ed solo chanteur. He's got a knack
for  slipping  out  doowop,  beach
music & retro rock inspired party-
starters.  Honestly,  it  boggles  my
brain that he's not a superstar. (In
The Red, Los Angeles, CA) -CM

ANTHONY CHILD
Electronic Recordings from Maui
Jungle, Vol. 2 2LP/CD

I hadn't heard Vol. 1 of this project
because  its  dry,  'documentary'
album concept  made  me  think  it
would  be  field  recordings,  but
Anthony  Child  is  a  seasoned
DanceFloorPro (aka Surgeon), and
these  recordings  are  not  what  I
expected.  Heavy  on  moment-of-
inspiration  synthesizer  work,  and
without  percussion,  but  often
propulsive  and  rhythmic,  like
Blade Runner in the jungle. It still
incorporates  field  recordings,
creating a lush environment to get
lost  in.  And  no  electronic  album
'set'  in  the  jungle  could  be
complete  without  at  least  wading
in the ocean of ambient or new age
music, and Anthony Child weaves
those  moments  in  and  out  of  the
shadows  in  the  jungle  as  a
reflection of a darkness encroach-
ing on the natural world. (Editions
Mego, Austria) -NS

STRANGE U
LP 4080 DIGITAL
LP  4080 is  the  collaboration  of
UK’s  own  Doctor  Zygote  (prod-
ucer) and Kashmere (MC). This is
probably  the  most  incredible  UK
hip hop record I have ever heard.
More  raw  than  Dizzee  Rascal
could have ever been. This record
is  apocalyptic  in  tone,  and  the

beats are very dark and eerie with
very  stark  and  deep  lyrics.
Kashmere  has  been  on  the  scene
since  2001,  and  is  one  of  the
scene’s  best  kept  secrets.  His
lyrical  swagger  is  definitely New
York influenced and his punchlines
really hit the chest.  Dr. Zygote has
evidently took note from EL-P in
the  producing  arena,  but  he
imitates  it  well.  Strange  U  isn’t
telling  us  anything  new  about
crooked politicians,  wack rappers,
and the dysfunctional  system,  but
the delivery is what hits the most.
Here  is  the  UK’s  answer  to  Run
The Jewels. (High Focus Records,
UK) -RY

ELECTRIC DREAMS
(1984, USA)
Re-calibrating my mind a little bit
to  imagine  how  this  film  came
across in 1984, a near-future sci-fi
concept  that  reminds me of 'Her',
although  a  lot  of  it's  really  just
(really awesome looking) magic in
this Cyrano retelling, and the lead
is  shockingly dumb  and  flips  out
frequently because of his stupidity.
I can't imagine at all why there is
an  interest  in  him aside  from his
assumed  musical  genius-ness  (a



ringtone plays along remotely with
an  orchestra,  why  isn't  audience
losing its mind?) and why Virginia
Madsen doesn't just stick with Rex
Manning.  All  this  and  the  decep-
tion  of  the  premise  leads  to  an
unreasonably dark ending, I think.
I  enjoyed  it  though,  and  the
Giorgio  Moroder  soundtrack  rips.
Bonus  points  for  the  tracks  from
ELO's  'Secret  Messages'  double
concept  album  about  wi-fi  that
were  dropped  when  the  label  cut
the release to a single LP -NS

USED BIN SPINS:
PATRICK SKY
by Mike Schooff.
Lately when I  visit  record stores,
I've been more frequently drawn to
all  things  folk  and  country.   I
contribute the hunt for this genre to
playing  acoustic
guitar  more  fre-
quently  in  the
past  couple  of
years.  Upon  a
recent  visit  to
Bull  City  Re-
cords,  I  scored
two  records  by
folksinger Patrick
Sky  in  the  used
section.  First, the
strange  photo-
graphy  of  the
record  sleeves,
and then the label
Vanguard caught my eye. Vanguard
started as  a  classical  label,  but  is
best  known  for  its  catalogue  of
recordings by a number of pivotal
folk,  jazz,  and  blues  musicians.
I've  enjoyed  several  Vanguard
record issues such as John Fahey,
Doc  Watson,  Peter  Walker,  Kim
Richie, Bert Jansch, Larry Coryell,
and Sandy Bull just to name a few.

The  Sandy
Bull  records
Inventions and
Fantasias For
Guitar  And
Banjo,  I
pointlessly
buy  every
time  I  see  a
decent copy at
a  reasonable
price. An add-
ed  bonus  of
the  old  50s-
70s  Vanguard
records is the heavy vinyl. Even a
VG copy may not sound bad due to
its  deep  grooves.  I  grabbed  the
Vanguard  Patrick  Sky  records
Patrick  Sky  and  A  Harvest  of
Gentle  Clang and  dropped  the
needle  briefly  on  both  at  the
listening booth to hear the simple
finger-picking  folk  I  was  looking
for.  The  photograph  adorning  the
self-titled  record  was  Patrick  Sky
crouched on a  rock in  the  woods

on  what
looks  to  be
a  bleak
winter  day.
He is wear-
ing a brown
coat  and
folksy boots
that  kids
these  days
would  pay
top  dollar
for  at  an
Urban  Out-
fitters.  The
photograph

on  A Harvest  of  Gentle  Clang is
Patrick  hanging  by  his  left  arm
from  a  single  tree  branch  in  the
exact same outfit and environment
as the self titled album.  The photo
shoot had to be the same day and
it's  as  if  the  photographer  Bob
Carrington  said  "Hey  Pat  crouch
on this rock and then go hang on
that  branch."  After  a  few  shots

Patrick  replies
“is  that  it
Bob?”  ... “Yep
we're  on  a
budget and just
completed  art
work  for  both
your records in
a  few  shots.”
The  designer
for  both  LPs
was  Jules  Hal-
fant who likely
got  the  photo-
graphs and said

cool,  I  can knock off  early  today
and go to the folk jam tonight. The
cheap  photo  shoot  is  hardly
supportive  of  Vanguard  Records
moniker  "Recordings  For  the
Connoisseur."  At  the  Bull  City
cash register I showed the records
to Chaz who replied...  Woah What
the?...and  we  had  a  good  laugh.
More interestingly, Patrick Sky is a
songwriter of Native American and
Irish  Ancestry  (Creek  Indian)
raised near the Lafourche Swamps
of Louisiana. He was a close con-
temporary of Dave Von Ronk and
others  in  the  Greenwich  Village
folk boom of the 1960s. He played
with Mississippi John Hurt whose
Vanguard  records  he  produced.
One of the tracks on the self-titled
album  is  "Ballad  of  Ira  Hayes."
The liner notes on the back of the
record provide a description of this
song which is the story of the Pima
Indians  in  the  glorious  state  of
Arizona, fighting the U.S. to keep
them from building a dam on their
reservation.  But,  as  on  TV,  they
lost,  as they always do. What did
they  lose?  The  right  to  drink
water....  The  track  is  an  eerie
reminder  of  similar  struggles  at
Standing Rock that sadly continues
today.

Thanks all for reading and contributing!!
Until next month!

-chaz.


